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Share Secure & Clean 
Documents Across  
iOS Mobile Devices
Share the cleanest, most professional version of 
a document with iOS mobile devices and remove 
the risk of sharing sensitive information. Enhance 
data loss protection, document security, and 
collaboration across your organization.

What is Metadact iOS?
ZERO Systems is a generative AI company for the enterprise, offering an AI-powered mobile 
metadata management solution for law firms.

Litera’s Metadact Server is a metadata cleaning solution that scrubs metadata, such as track changes, 
comments, and more, from documents across any device, enhancing data loss protection, document 
security, and collaboration. The solution is a web service that allows server-side metadata cleaning 
and exposes APIs to integrate with a range of client applications.

Together, ZERO Systems seamlessly integrates with Litera’s Metadact to offer metadata management 
capabilities via ZERO System’s mobile email client, providing additional control over hidden data  
in files. Metadact iOS enables lawyers using iOS mobile devices to protect themselves against data 
loss, improve document security, and enhance collaboration on the go.

Safely Clean Documents
Prepare documents for sharing 
by automatically cleaning 
metadata and ensuring 
organizational data is secure. 

METADACT IOS: LITERA METADACT + ZERO SYSTEMS

Clean Documents 
Across Devices
Empower legal professionals 
to collaborate and clean 
documents from wherever  
they are, across any iOS device. 

Total Control
Have total control over data 
with the ability to customize 
settings and receive insights, all 
while maintaining an efficient 
collaboration workflow. 

https://www.litera.com/
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For a closer look, visit www.litera.com, watch our short demo video 
and schedule a call with one of our experts.

“To meet evolving demands of our industry, we are excited 
by the opportunity to integrate and partner with another 
leader in LegalTech in ZERO Systems to create a better 
experience for our shared customers.”

Alan Taylor 
Chief Corporate Development Officer, Litera

“Through this partnership, 
we can offer a world-
class experience to legal 
professionals across all 
their desktop and mobile 
devices.” 

Alex Babin 

Co-founder & CEO,  

ZERO Systems

Prioritization of Emails by Importance
Automatically prioritize emails based on criteria, such as 
contact recurrency, reply frequency, subject analysis, etc.  

Extra Space for High Priority Emails
Sort your mailbox by importance so you have extra space  
for high priority communication.   

Automatic Signature Creation
Automatically find recently used signatures and select  
the one that fits best. Ensure signatures are consistent 
across mobile and desktop. 

Prevent Data Leaks
Automatically detect suspicious recipient addresses 
marked in red to enhance data protection.

Seamless DMS Browsing
Browse and access your Document Management  
System directly from the email composing interface.  
Add hassle-free attachments from wherever you are. 

Manage User Access 
Support for protection policies through integration  
with Intune, MobileIron, WorkspaceOne, and Citrix.

Key Features

https://www.litera.com/
https://www.litera.com/
https://youtu.be/_Z-iT1XcVzE
https://info.litera.com/metadact-server-plus-zero-demo-request.html

